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MEETINGS ACANT general meetings are held at the DPC Club House at the 
Mickett Creek Shooting Complex, Darwin, at 7.30 pm on the second 
Thursday of each month. Approval has been obtained from the 
Commissioner of Police for each meeting to be preceded by an authorised 
collectors’ shoot. Under current arrangements, firearms held on a collector’s 
licence, including A, C, and H Class firearms but excluding B Class, may be 
discharged at approved shoots, conducted at DPC Range 3 commencing at 
5.30 pm.  The committee strongly encourages as many members as possible 
to attend these Thursday shoots.  
 
 

Thursday Themed Meetings 
9th JAN       New Acquisitions 
13th FEB     Police and Militia  
12th MAR   Bayonets, Swords, Knives  
9th APR       Small Arms of the Boer Wars and WWI  
14th MAY    Patents of John Moses Browning  
11th JUNE   Military Accoutrements  
9th JULY      Martinis, Sniders, & Australian Colonial 
13th AUG    Small Arms of WWII  
10th SEPT    Big Game and Classic Sporters  
8th OCT       Webleys and Service Sidearms  
12th NOV    Shotguns, Rimfire and & Bore Rifles  
10th DEC     Ordnance, Cartridges, Tools, etc 
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Projector, Infantry, Anti-Tank. Mk. 1. 
The PIAT In British & Commonwealth Service 

 
By Craig Wharton 

 
The concept of an anti- tank rifle firing a solid projectile to defeat armour 
was by 1940, an obsolete idea. Although various designs, such as the 
Russian PTRD 1941 and the PTRS 1941 served the Russian Army up to 1945 
and saw later use in the Korean War with Chinese and North Koreans. With 
the Boys A/T rifle not capable of destroying German armour the British 
Army turned to the 2 pounder anti- tank gun, which was adequate in 1940- 
41 in the North African Campaign but by 1944 they were using 17 pounder 
guns to counter the increase in armour thickness on the German panzers. 
 
But the 17 pounder was a towed artillery piece and mobility on the 
battlefield dictated that the infantryman needed something capable of 
doing the same job, but something a man could carry by himself if need be. 
The Germans would develop the single shot disposable Panzerfaust in 
1942, while the British would develop the PIAT – heavy and cumbersome 
but reloadable. Both sides turned to high explosive and shaped charge 
technology. 



 

The PIAT evolved from an original idea by Lt. Col. Stewart Blacker, of the 
Royal Artillery, for a lightweight mortar intended for use at platoon level. 
This weapon was known as the “Blacker Bombard” and was issued mainly 
to units of Britain’s Home Guard. Following modifications it became an 
anti-tank gun firing a 20lb bomb. Unlike the normal manner of firing a 
mortar by dropping the bomb down the tube and on its hitting the striker 
in the base of the tube it launched itself, Blacker’s design was based on a 
spigot mortar. The projectile (bomb)vwas mounted on a rod or spigot. 
Pulling the trigger released the spigot which held the firing pin, this striking 
a primer igniting the propellant charge in the base of the bomb. Thus 
ignited, the bomb/projectile was launched. 
 
The Bombard was not without 
faults and only had a range of 100 
yards. So Blacker started 
experimenting with shaped charge 
ammunition using newly available 
technology. The new anti-tank gun 
was to be a shoulder fired weapon. 
Formed in 1939, Blacker worked at 
the Special Weapons Design 
Establishment, MD1, otherwise 
known as “Winston Churchill’s 
Toyshop”, which was responsible 
for developing many weird and 
wonderful weapons for both 
covert and regular army usage 
during the war. He left MD1 before 
he finished the prototype weapon. 
The director of MD1, Major Millis 
Jefferis, asked Blacker if he could take over and develop the prototype. 
Blacker consented. Originally Jefferis planned to use it as a shoulder fired 
weapon for 2” mortar bombs. But this was deemed unnecessary as the 
standard 2” mortar already in service was considered satisfactory for that 
task.  
 
Not to be put off, Jefferis turned to hollow charge projectiles which were 
being trialled at the time. Tests with the “Jefferis Shoulder Gun” 
(christened thus by MD1) proved very successful. So much so that a 
demonstration of its capability was organised for the Ordnance Board at 
the Small Arms School at Bisley. The first shot went off as it should and the 
target was hit satisfactorily. The Warrant Officer firing the shot did not fare 
so well ¬– a victim of that peculiar habit of the PIAT bomb of sending a plug 



 

of metal rearward down the tail tube and back down its own trajectory 
with remarkable accuracy and velocity. This happened when the bomb hit a 
vertical surface (as in hitting the hull of a tank), where the tail tube of the 
bomb acted like a gun barrel which caused the brass case of the propellant 
charge (which was like a shotgun cartridge inside it), to blow backwards 
along its original trajectory. That is why it was important to be in good 
cover when firing the weapon as this plug of metal could and did, injure 
and even kill the firer when fired at ranges as close as 25- 30 yards. The 
seriously wounded Warrant Officer duly evacuated, Jefferis jumped on the 
weapon and fired several more rounds which produced excellent results. 
The Ordnance Board were impressed with the new weapon and it entered 
service with the Ordnance Board re-naming it the Projector, Infantry, Anti-
Tank, better known by its initials, PIAT.  
 
Production began in 
1942 with the PIAT 
entering service in 
1943. It first saw 
action in the invasion 
of Sicily. It was issued 
on a scale of 23 per 
infantry battalion. At 
platoon level (36 
men), there was a 
two man PIAT team 
and a 2” mortar 
team. Although a two 
man team, the PIAT 
could be handled by one man alone. Not only was the PIAT an effective A/T 
weapon, it was also a good bunker buster and house demolisher. Most 
recoilless weapons, anti-tank missile systems and rocket propelled grenade 
launchers, have a back blast which precludes them being fired from inside a 
house or a vehicle. The firing signature of these weapons often betrays the 
firing position. For example, the PIAT’s contemporary, the US M-1 Bazooka, 
spewed smoke and flames at both ends, giving away the firing position. The 
PIAT could be fired in a confined space and the firing position was hard to 
locate. 
 
The weapon itself is not a thing of great beauty, but aesthetics do not rule 
the battlefield. With a cylindrical sheet metal body 3” (76mm) in diameter, 
it has a canvas covered butt at the firer’s end and a 10” (254mm) semi-
circular trough at the front that holds the 2.5lb (1.13kg) bomb. Just behind 
the trough is the front stand which came in two variants; rither a bipod or 



 

monopod, but with the same base plate. Both were clamped into position 
with a wing nut. The monopod version is adjustable for elevation by 
loosening the knurled nut on the leg, extending it and locking the nut back 
in that position. The body of the PIAT houses the huge spring necessary to 
launch the bomb. Down the centre of the spring is a steel sleeve with a 
spigot at the front. Inside the spigot is a cocking rod and striker (firing pin). 
In the uncocked mode, 7 ½” of the spigot protrudes into the trough. When 
cocked the spigot is withdrawn back into the body of the PIAT leaving the 
trough ready to place the bomb in. 
 
The cocking procedure is not an easy task, in fact it is bloody difficult to do, 
best achieved by standing up and holding the weapon vertically between 
the knees with the business end uppermost and with both feet firmly on 
the T piece butt.  
 
Holding the body of 
the PIAT by the 
trigger guard, twist 
it anti- clockwise 
while at the same 
time pulling it 
upwards until the 
spring is fully 
compressed and 
held by the sear. 
The spring requires 
a pull of 200 lb 
(90.7kg) to cock it. It 
was not a job for the weak or indeed the “height challenged”. Quite often it 
required two men to cock the weapon. As you can imagine, standing on the 
battlefield to cock the PIAT was at times not viable. It could be cocked 
laying down if needed. 
 
Providing the above steps have been followed, the PIAT was now ready to 
fire. With the weapon pulled tight into the shoulder and the left hand 
braced on the canvas sleeve behind the rear sight, the right hand would be 
on the pistol grip with all four fingers on the trigger. This required the full 
strength of the right hand to fire it. On release, the heavy coil spring 
punches the spigot forward where it enters the tail tube of the bomb and 
fires the cartridge. The bomb leaves the trough with sufficient recoil to 
drive the spigot back into the body and re-cock the PIAT for the next bomb 
to be loaded. The firer had to hold the PIAT correctly and brace for the 
impact. On firing it moves forward with the spring and then violently to the 



 

rear when the bomb launches. An inexperienced soldier could let the recoil 
push him backwards in which case the residual recoil was insufficient to re-
cock the weapon, which meant it had to be re-cocked again manually. Not 
a good thing in battle. 
 

he PIAT bomb works on the hollow charge principle. It is 15” 
(381mm) long and 3.5” (76mm) in diameter. The bomb has a hollow 
tubular tail with four fins set into a circular fin ring. The propellant 

cartridge is contained in the front end of the tail tube. The fuze for the 
bomb was packed into a container clipped onto the fin ring. To arm the 
bomb the cap is removed from the tip. Remove the transit plug, insert fuze 
and replace cap. The bomb can then be inserted into the trough where it is 
held in place by the ring at the front of the trough. The PIAT entered 
production as the Mk. 
1. It remained 
unchanged until 
replaced by the US M- 
20 “Super Bazooka” in 
Korea in 1951.  
 
The bombs on the 
other hand, went 
through Mk.1., Mk. 1A, 
Mk. II, and Mk. III. The 
Mk. 1. bombs suffered 
a failure to detonate 
rate of 25%. This and 
later problems, were addressed by the later marks of bombs. It could also 
fire a smoke bomb which made it more versatile than its contemporaries. A 
cast iron projectile was used as a training aid. As it was much smaller than 
the standard bomb it required the fitting of an auxiliary trough to utilize it 
in that mode. Experimental phosphorus and anti- personnel rounds were 
trialled but not adopted. 
 
The PIAT featured in a lot of the stories told in the old “Commando” and 
“Battle” comic books starting back in the mid 1960’s. Ironically the 
“Commando” books are still being produced over 50 years later! Like 
thousands of other kids who avidly read every issue back then, you 
thought, “Jeez, I’d like to have one of them”, along with a Bren, Sten, 
MP.40, Luger, the Thompson s.m.g. and other things. Well sometimes you 
get your wishes granted. The stories we read back then were fictional but 
the PIAT was involved in six actions that saw their users awarded the 
Victoria Cross.  

T 



 

 
The PIAT is also the weapon that quite possibly saved the D- Day invasion 
on 6 June 1944. We all know that D-Day, the invasion of German occupied 
France at Normandy, was won by the Allies and Tom Hanks in Saving 
Private Ryan. Thousands of men were involved on both sides. Hundreds of 
warships and planes added to the firepower unleashed on 6 June 1944. But 
what if the whole invasion and the outcome, not just of D-Day itself, but of 
the entire war came down to one man in the right place at the right time? 
Hitler had tasked Rommel with organising the German defence of Europe 
with his Atlantic Wall. Rommel realised that the task was impossible. He 
visited sites all along the coast of France and made recommendations for 
fixed fortifications and gun emplacements in some locations with barbed 
wire, fixed obstacles and minefields covering other possible landing 
beaches. 
 
These manned 
fortifications were 
backed up with 
infantry and 
Panzer divisions 
held in reserve 
back from the 
landing beaches 
where they could 
be easily re-
directed to resist 
an invasion. In the 
case of the 
Normandy area, 
Rommel had at his 
disposal three tank divisions: the 21st Panzer, the 12th SS Panzer “Hitler 
Jugend” and the Panzer Lehr, possibly three of the best Panzer divisions in 
the entire German Army. The 21st Panzer, which was closer to the beaches, 
had rehearsed the drills required if an invasion occurred in their area and 
they were fully prepared for it. Rommel’s plan was to destroy the invading 
force on the beaches. 
 
At 0016 on 6 June, glider borne infantry of “D” Company, 2nd Battalion, 
Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire Light Infantry, landed on French soil. 
They were tasked with capturing and holding the vital bridges over the 
Orne River, the Caen Canal and the destruction of the Merville heavy 
coastal battery whose guns had a commanding view of the British invasion 
beaches. This force, under the command of Major John Howard, was to 

A German tank, knocked out by a PIAT (British Army) 



 

take and hold these two bridges and prevent the German Panzer units from 
reaching the beach landing sites. 
 
The German response was swift and by 0200, the 2nd Battalion of the 192 
Panzer Grenadier Regiment along with six Panzer Mk IV tanks of the 1st 
Panzer Jager Company had reached the bridge. On reaching the “T” 
intersection that gave access to both bridges, the panzers found 
themselves bottle necked, with the buildings on either side so close 
together as to reduce them to a single file. Major Howard had deployed his 
men well, but only one PIAT remained with only two bombs left. Sergeant 
“Wagger” Thornton had run forward with the PIAT and took up a firing 
position about 30 yards from the intersection and waited. 
 
Three minutes later the Germans appeared at the intersection. Thornton 
fired and the tank exploded and burned, blocking the road to the two 
bridges. The Germans, not knowing how many they were up against, 
withdrew to assess the situation. This delay would prove decisive and fatal 
for the Germans. The 21st Panzer Division, had they pressed on regardless 
of casualties, could have changed the course of history. Four hours later 
the seaborne invasion began and what chance the Germans had of 
repulsing the invasion on the beaches was lost. One man, a PIAT and one 
bomb had just saved thousands of lives on the beaches and with his actions 
had just changed history from a dark alternative.  
 
The PIAT almost played an even bigger role. British Special Operations 
Executive (S.O.E.) had planned to assassinate Adolf Hitler at his 
Obersalzburg retreat in southern Bavaria in 1944 during Operation Foxley 
using a PIAT. Another what if? 
 
The PIAT is made of low grade stamped metal, welded and riveted together 
with a rough looking finish. But it was strong enough for its intended 
purpose. In the indirect fire mode, the PIAT could be used like a mortar to 
lob rounds on targets out to 350 yards. This is what the quadrant sight is 
for on the left hand side of the weapon. The rear sight incorporated a 
simple elevation gauge with a spirit level and reasonably accurate shooting 
could be achieved out to 350 yards (320m) in the house busting mode. The 
front sight is a pillar with a tangent rear sight set for 75 and 100 yards. Both 
fold away within the metal protective mounts that they are seated in on 
the left hand side of the weapon. 
 
The PIAT was produced by Imperial Chemical Industries (I.C.I.), Engineering 
Division at Billingham, County Durham. In all 115,000 were made along 
with 13.3 million rounds (bombs). It had a rate of fire of two rounds a 



 

minute. It first saw service at the landings at Sicily in 1943 and went on to 
the battlefields of north-west Europe. PIATs were dropped by air to French 
and Polish Resistance groups and also saw service with Australian troops 
during the island campaigns to our north. As stated above they also served 
British and Commonwealth forces in Korea but were replaced in 1951 by 
the 3.5” U.S. M-1 “Super Bazooka”. The PIAT’s main advantage was that it 
could be produced in quantity, at low cost. 
 
It was interesting to note that the PIAT accounted for 7% of all German 
tanks knocked out during the Normandy Campaign. Rocket-firing aircraft, 
like the British Hawker Typhoon, which was credited with so much 
destruction of German vehicles and men in the Falaise Pocket in 1944, only 
accounted for 6% of German armour. 
 
For the technical 
minded readers, 
the PIAT is 39” 
(990mm) in 
length, 34.5lb 
(15.65kg) in 
weight (loaded); 
with a range of 
115 yards 
(105m) in the 
anti-tank mode 
or 350 yards 
(320m) in house-breaking mode. The shorter distance in anti-tank mode 
has nothing to do with the bomb’s capability; rather the closer the firer is 
to the target the greater the chance he will hit it. That is why 30 yards was 
considered even better, if not suicidal. The bombs were, 2.5lb (1.13kg) and 
3lb (1.36kg) and muzzle velocity is given as 450 fps (137m/s).   
 
These weapons do not come up on the market very often these days, 
possibly one a year at best. Replica PIATs are available in England at 600 
pounds each but ludicrously enough, they have to be painted RED to 
comply with U.K. firearms regulations. An original in deactivated condition 
goes from between 3,000 and 5,000 pounds depending on condition. 
Dummy bombs can go from 50 to 100 pounds depending on the source of 
supply. The only trouble with looking overseas is that our Customs 
Department are not inclined to let you import one. Given the simplistic 
construction of the PIAT I am really surprised that some enterprising 
person has not fabricated them for the collector market. They would make 

a killing, so to speak.  
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GUNS FOR SALE 

Acme Arms Co. (Stevens)  12G Shotgun B/A,  S/N. 562            $350.00 

Remington 5mm R/F Rifle B/A, S/N. 115317                              $400.00 

Sportco .303/25 Rifle B/A  S/N. 35417                                         $400.00 

Lee Enfield .303 Rifle B/A S/N. 69D800 (Wood Cut)                  $400.00 

Smith & Wesson .38 S&W Revolver, S/N. 949538                      $400.00 

Aetna H&R .32 S&W Revolver, S/N. 269723                                $250.00 

Iver Johnson .38 S&W Revolver, S/N. 54199                                $250.00 

Browning “Baby” .25 cal. S/A  S/N. 119596                                  $500.00 

WANTED 

Front wood stock for Winchester Model 37A  410 shotgun. 

All offers considered.           Contact: Ray West, Licence 169 

PH. 89 851097       Email: raywest@tpg.com.au 

Wanted M2 .50 cal machine gun 

M2 .50 cal machine gun – real or replica – needed 
to complete display of the M2 .50 cal used for 
ground mounted Anti-Aircraft defence. 

I have the two tripods and cradle needed - just 
need the firearm to complete it (see pic).  I have 
all the necessary licences and permits for real or 
replica. 

This would be used for displays such as Fred's Pass 
where it can be positioned outside to attract the 
public to the main display. What have you got?? 

Please contact Jared on 0415 360 759 
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FOR SALE 

Pocket Pistol: Browning FN 1922 Magazine (32 ACP) $100 

SMS Ranid on 0431 269 360 or email at: 
ranidmay@yahoo.com 

Wanted – replacement firearm woodwork  

I have recently come across a collection of firearms that have been 
attacked by termites whilst stored in a gun safe - a real shame....The joys of 
living in the Top End! 

This has resulted in lots of lonely actions and metalwork, but very little 
else. And yes, they are all registered firearms. I am keen to find 
replacement woodwork to assist in getting them back to looking like 
firearms again. Please see the list below and let me know if you might have 
something that could be useable (it doesn't matter how poor it is, it will be 
better than nothing all). 

• Steyr M95 Carbine 

• Steyr M95 service rifle 

• Lithgow 1A .22 rifle 

• Enfield P14 service rifle 

• Remington Model 25 Pump-
action rifle (needs butt only) 

• Portuguese Mauser service 
rifle 

• French MAS 36 rifle (butt only) 

• French Mle 1907/15 Berthier 
rifle 

• Turkish Gew88 Commission 
rifle 

• Spanish M1893 Mauser 
service rifle 

• Israeli (7.62 converted) K98 
Mauser rifle 

• Arisaka Type 38 rifle 

• Japanese Type 44 Cavalry 
Carbine 

• Springfield 1903-A3 service 
rifle 
 

Please contact Jared on 0415 360 759 if you have anything that will help get 
these firearms into some semblance of their former selves again. 

Want to place an advert?  They’re free to members. 
Send your text (and if necessary, a photo) to Editor Tom. 
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German Third Reich Daggers 
 

By Mike Hatton 
 
The Third Reich produced some of the most interesting edged weapons of 
all times. The German armed forces have a dagger for just about every 
branch and occasion. 
 
Most daggers were part of the dress uniform and where worn on official 
events, social gatherings and even at officers’ weddings. Being used for 
ceremonial occasions, rather than in the field, they became very artistic in 
design and depicted the branch or status of the wearer. 
 
The German dress uniform of WW I was complemented with swords. At 
this time daggers 
were not common. 
 
It was in WW II 
when daggers 
were dominant in 
the German 
uniform over 
swords. The 
daggers for officer 
uniforms started 
being 
manufactured in 
1934 till the end of 
war in 1945. There 
have also been post-war daggers 
produced as souvenirs.  
 
Most of the daggers were manufactured in a city called Solingen (approx. 
42 firms) in the western part of Germany as part of the Rhineland region. 
Solingen is called the “City of Blades”, since it has long been renowned for 
the manufacturing of fine swords, knives, scissors and razors. The 
swordsmiths of Solingen started their work in medieval times, and today 
Solingen remains the knife centre of Germany even after the city was 
completely destroyed by an air raid of the British air force in 1944. 
 

German Officers WWI with swords. 



 

y collection of the German dress daggers started by my trying to 
obtain a dagger at auction to complement my Luger P08. 
Naturally, being remote from the auction I put in an Absentee 

Bidding Form. At this particular auction there were several daggers up for 
sale and to score one I decided to make a bid on all nine daggers. Lo and 
behold I ended up winning five of them. I see this as an omen to the start 
of a collection. Now I am scouring the auctions to source other types of 
German daggers. 
My collection thus far: 
 

This is the first 
design of the 
German Air 
Force dagger 
which mimicked 
the hilt of the 
sword of the 
time. These 
were 
manufactured 
between 1934 
and 1936. 
 

This design 
preceded the 
first model 
and was 
manufactured 
in 1937 to 
1945. They 
were 
manufactured in 
three colours: 
white, orange 
and yellow. The 
differences in 
colour did not 
denote the rank 
or status. The 
soldier had a 
choice of colour to their own preference. 

 

 

M 

German Third Reich 1st Model Luftwaffe Dagger 

German Third Reich 2nd Model Luftwaffe Dagger 



 

 

 

The army dagger was worn by all officers up to the rank of Field Marshall. 
There were no distinguishing marks in the daggers between the low level 
and high-ranking officers. The variation of handle colours; orange, white 
and yellow, was a matter of preference by the soldier. 

 
German Third Reich 2nd Model Kriegsmarine Dagger 

 

The Kriegsmarine is the German Navy. This design of dagger was adopted in 
1938. This is the only dagger that I am aware of that has on the cross guard 
a release button that controls the locking mechanism which engaged once 
the dagger was placed inside the scabbard. 

 
German Third Reich 2nd Model Railroad Protection Dagger 

This dagger was for the Bahnschutz (railroad special protection force) 
design adopted in 1938. The German Railway had become a very modern 
transportation system. In 1937 a special protective section was formed, 

German Third Reich Model 1935 Officer’s Dagger 

 



 

made up of the railway employees, to protect the Railway system against 
sabotage, espionage and larceny. In 1941 the Bahnschutz was 
amalgamated with the Wassershutzpolitzei (who patrolled railway facilities 
in harbours, canals & waterways) under the title of Bahnshutzpolizei. The 
2nd model dagger featured on the cross guard a railway wheel equipped 
with springs (wings). The Railway Water Protection dagger is similar to that 
of the railway dagger with the exception of the cross guard having the 
eagle holding the wreathed swastika. 

 
Top: German Third Reich Diplomat Dagger  

Bottom: Herman Goering Industrial Dagger 

In 1939 the Third Reich had several German Government and Diplomatic 
Officials in various countries. Their daggers were extremely elegant with 
artificial mother-of-pearl grip with a pommel top in the shape of an eagle 
bird head shown from the side, positioned looking to the left. The German 
Government Official – being a German countryman in a foreign country – 
the dagger on the cross guard, the eagle looks to the left, the same 
direction as the top pommel. The Diplomatic Official – being a Foreigner 
acting for the German Government in a foreign country – the dagger on the 
cross guard, the eagle looks to the right. 
 
The “Herman Goering industrial dagger” was presented to Goering by the 
industrial leaders of Solingen. The grip was made from ivory. This is a 
replica of the dagger as with the original dagger the blade had been 
broken. Reproductions were made in Germany and Spain in the 1950s and 
1960s and then in England during the 1970s. Most of the original blades 
carry one of the company’s names. Original marks were etched or 
stamped. As reproduction of daggers became of higher quality the copies 
of daggers were also marked. Therefore, a study of the marks is important 

to the originality of the dagger.  
 



 

Some examples of daggers worn by German Officers  
(clockwise from 1st right) 
• Hermann Goering and Joseph Goebbels. 

Goering is wearing either a SA or SS 
Chained Honour Dagger. 

• (Bottom right) On the left is 
Reichsmarschall Hermann Goering and in 
the centre, I believe is Field Marshal 
Erhard Milch of the Luftwaffe. On the 
right is Gross Admiral Erich Raeder 
wearing a 2nd model Kreigsmarine 
dagger.  

• Officer wearing the 1st model Luftwaffe 
dagger. 

• Luftwaffe officers in dress uniform 
wearing their dagger 

• Officer wearing the 1st model 
Kreigsmarine dagger. 

 

 

 



 

Birmingham Small Arms Sportsman Rifles in 
Australia – ‘Run Rabbit Run’ 

 
By Darran O’Connor 

 
Background 
 
Domesticated rabbits were introduced to 
Australia as a food source, arriving on the 
First Fleet in January 1788. In 1827 feral 
rabbits (escapees?) were reported in 
Tasmania. In 1859, 24 wild rabbits were 
released for hunting at Baron Park near 
Geelong, Victoria and seven years later 
14,000 rabbits were bagged on the same 
property.  
 
Shortly after this more rabbits were 
introduced into Victoria and South 
Australia. Adapting well to their new 
environment, by 1886 they had spread 
across Victoria and NSW. By the 1920s, 
Australia’s rabbit population had grown to 
10 billion.  
 
Today, rabbits inhabit around 70% of the 
continent and this has set the stage for 
severe damage to our native ecosystems, 
flora/fauna and future loss of primary 
production. Simply put, rabbits compete 
with the native environment and have 
directly attributed to the decline and loss 
of certain native species such as Bilby, 
Wallaby, Wombat, Malleefowl and Plains-
wanderer. Rabbits affect around 300 
species of native plants and animals, with 
around 200 million dollars per year lost in 
production by primary producers. 
 
It should be noted that during the 
Depression and war years, rabbits were a 



 

source of food and income for many Australians and tinned rabbit was sent 
to troops deployed overseas. Even today, Akubra hats are made from 
rabbit fur. I also enjoyed the odd roast rabbit meal and still remember the 
smell of rabbit pelts drying on bowed fencing wire while growing up in 
NSW. So rabbits did have their uses, unlike feral cats. 
 
In the NT, rabbits are mainly found in the arid Central Australian region. 

 
BSA Sportsman 
 
Starting in 1947, the series of Sportsman in .22 was featured initially as a 
single, five (box magazine), then ten, and eventually a 15 shot (tubular 
magazine). They were based on the turning bolt action of the BSA No 1 of 
1908, itself a development of the British War Office Pattern Miniature rifle 
and replacing the new model of 1939. But what has this to do with rabbits 
in Australia and why did the series see a rapid progression to the end of 
production in 1955? 
 
.22 rifles were, and still are 
today, a popular firearm used 
to manage rabbit numbers in 
small areas, after poisoning 
and ripping initiatives. 
Impacts of rabbit destruction 
were/are reduced with 
follow-up hunting. Today 
there is an ongoing battle by 
governments to control rabbit 
numbers in Australia even 
with the current 
poisoning/biological controls. 
 
Rifles in .22 were in high demand for this task in the 50s Australian scene 
and having firearms with higher magazine capacities were preferred. To 
add, Australian, American and Canadian firms such as Sportco, Cooey, 
Springfield, Savage & Stevens had (same as BSA) post war weapon 

BSA Sportsman Ten 



 

factories, skilled workers and aligned materials. They were producing 
quality, affordable sporting firearms that BSA had to compete against, 
therefore the development of the Sportsman series was pursued with 
vigour. Eventually, as civil firearm demand transitioned to self loading 
rifles, the Sportsman series had ran its course and was discontinued. 
 
Currently I own three BSA Sportsman rifles (single, five & fifteen). They are 
a quality build, feel very balanced, accurate and a pleasure to shoot. 
 
Feral cats 
 
It would be 
unfair to talk 
about rabbits 
without feral cats 
getting a 
mention. They 
are a serious 
threat to 
conservation and 
biodiversity in 
the NT and 
throughout 
Australia. Feral 
cats have 
adapted to all 
habitats, from 
rainforests to the 
desert. Cat direct 
predation, competition for food/shelter and disease has had, and continues 
to have, a devastating impact on natives such as mammals, reptiles, birds 
and amphibians. Of interest a feral cat will consume animals as big as 
themselves. 
 
Their distribution covers the entire NT. Darwin suburbs currently have a 
feral cat plague. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Managing feral animals in Australia will always be a balancing act 
welcoming input from all concerned parties, but I believe that the ethical 
and responsible use of firearms to help manage feral populations (feral cats 

in particular), should be more broadly endorsed, as it once was.  

Rabbits around a waterhole during myxomatosis trials, Wardang 

Island, South Australia, 1938 



 

Smith & Wesson’s M&P22 Compact Suppressor 
Pistol 

 
By Rob Garrett 

 
Capped with a Gemtech Gm-22, the M&P22 Compact is Nothing Short of 
Plinking and Training Good Times! 
 
Over the past several years, the volatile trends in the ammunition market 
have had a serious impact on the shooting public. The only thing consistent 
about these trends is that they have been inconsistent. Who would have 
ever thought that .22 LR ammunition would be next to impossible to find 
and that a brick would sell for upwards of $75? Thankfully, the situation 
has improved for major retailers and online distributors. The prices, while 
not at 2010 levels, have returned to “reasonable” levels. 

 
The benefits of .22 LR pistols and rifles are well known to the shooting 
community and firearm manufacturers. A rimfire makes a great training 
pistol for beginners as well as helps experienced shooters practice 
fundamentals. Smith & Wesson has long realized the potential for quality 
pistols and revolvers chambered in .22 LR and .22 Magnum. Both the 
Model 17 (K-22) revolver and the Model 41 pistol are legendary for their 



 

quality and accuracy. In recent years, the popularity of the centerfire M&P 
series of pistols led S&W to produce a .22 LR version. 
 

he M&P22 Compact is perhaps the best .22 LR autoloader on the 
market today. S&W first took the standard M&P and shrunk it by 
approximately 15 percent. This makes the M&P22 Compact the 

perfect size at 7.25 inches in length and 5.03 inches in height. The overall 
weight of the pistol is 15.3 ounces. As with its big brother, the M&P22 
Compact features a polymer frame that retains the same profile as the 
centerfire M&Ps. This includes the same trigger geometry, grip texture and 
accessory rail. The operating controls include a well-designed ambidextrous 
thumb safety and a reversible magazine release. The .22 version of the 
M&P only lacks the ambidextrous slide release. 
 
The slide is constructed from aluminum alloy and finished in a hardcoat 
black anodizing. Internally, the recoil spring is a captured system for easier 
disassembly and assembly. A magazine safety is standard on the M&P22s, 
and the metal, 10-round magazines are well designed. A thumb tab on the 
side of the magazine assists the user in depressing the follower during 
loading. Unlike the centerfire M&P pistols, the .22 versions are hammer-
fired, not striker-fired. The trigger pull on the sample I tested averaged 5.75 
pounds. 
 
One area where many .22 LR pistols are lacking is sights. I found the 
M&P22 sights exceptionally easy to see and index. The front sight is 
dovetailed into the slide instead of staked, which makes it durable and easy 
to replace. The rear sight is also dovetailed and is fully adjustable for 
elevation. Windage adjustments are made by drifting the front sight. A 
three-dot white pattern is standard on the pistol to improve visibility and 
sight alignment. 
 
Smith & Wesson has recognized the tremendous growth in the market and, 
in particular, the suppressor market. Once considered exotic, suppressors 
[Ed: note not legal in Australia] have now entered the mainstream of the 
shooting market. The latest version of the M&P22 Compact is a suppressor-
ready pistol with a threaded barrel. The barrel on the new Suppressor 
Ready model measures 3.56 inches in length and features 1/2×28 
threading, allowing it to accept most rimfire sound suppressors. The 
adaptor is threaded on to the barrel and must be removed for cleaning 
prior to disassembly. 
 
During several range trips, we put close to 500 rounds through the M&P22 
Compact Suppressor without cleaning or lubrication. The little pistol proved 
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100-percent reliable with a wide variety of ammunition that included 
subsonic loads and the hot CCI Mini-Mags. 

 
One thing about a .22 pistol with a suppressor is that the fun factor 
increases exponentially to the availability of ammunition. We ran through 
the first 200 rounds just having fun. The M&P22 Compact seemed to be a 
real tack driver when sniping debris on the backstop of the range. Golf-ball-
sized targets, at 15 yards or so, never stood a chance. 
 
The formal testing confirmed our first impressions. I selected three of my 
favorite .22 LR loads to test for velocity and accuracy at 7 yards. The 
Gemtech subsonic load we used averaged 855 fps and produced a group 
that measured 0.76 inches. CCI’s 40-grain subsonic load has long been a 
favourite of suppressor owners for its consistency and accuracy, and it 
averaged 875 fps with a group that measured 0.83 inches. The final load I 
tested was CCI’s Mini-Mag, which averaged 989 fps and produced the 
smallest five-shot group of the afternoon, which measured a mere 0.59 

inches.  

Student of Arms? 

Show your interest by writing for this Journal. Deadlines: end of month 
prior to issue in March, June, September and December 

Contact the editor on talewis@bigpond.com 
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Japanese suicide boats and divers of WWII 
 

By Tom Lewis 
 
Next month my book Atomic Salvation is being published. While it’s an 
examination of how many would have died – around 32 million, I argue – if 
a conventional invasion of Japan had proceed from late 1945, this extract 
may interest ACANT readers – it’s an analysis of two unique suicide, or 
kamikaze, weapons that are little known. The use of aircraft has been well 
documented, but one-way boats and divers are peculiarly unique to the 
Japanese mindset of World War II. 
 
Imperial Japanese Navy Suicide Boats 
 
The air concept of kamikaze was developed to be used against (preferably) 
the larger ships of any Allied force, such as battleships, battlecruisers, 
aircraft carriers, and troopships. Bombers too were targets, as outlined 
previously. But suicide boats, submarines, and “frogmen” were devised for 
closer attack, against incoming assault craft for example. The larger the 
target the better was a general concept.  
 
There is a degree of confusion about different types of suicide boats used 
by the Japanese forces. There were only two types of suicide boats in 
actual usage. There were another five in design. The general name was 
“shinyo”, which translates as “ocean shakers.”1 
 
Part of the confusion lay in the numbering system. The two in production 
were Type 1 and Type 5.2 Types 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8 were in design.3 The Type 4 
title was not used apparently because of a superstitious avoidance of the 
pronunciation of “shi” which sounds a little like the Japanese word for 
“death.”  

 
1 Information is drawn in general from the work, except where noted: US Naval Technical 
Mission to Japan-January 1946. US Navy World War II Technical Intelligence - Japan S-02-
Japanese Suicide Craft-1946. (ebook) January 1946. Accessed July 2014.  
2 Actually known as Type 1 and Type 5.1, reflecting slight design changes in both. The Type 1 
had problems with the metal construction, and with the initial gearboxes. This led to a change 
to wooden construction, and the elimination of the gearbox with direct drive. 
3 The general purpose behind the other designs were to achieve much higher speeds (up to 
100 knots) with much greater armament, such as multiple rocket launchers. There was a heat-
seeking variant, which would allow the pilot to abandon the craft to its final run, and avoid 
suicide. Significant problems arose with the hull design allowing such higher speeds, and this 
led to significant time lapses with successful implementation. 



 

 
The two types in production were designed as follows: 
 

Name Length Crew Speed Propulsion 

Type 1 5.1m4 One man 23 knots5 Single/inboard 

Armament  

• 270kg bow charge 

• 2 x 12cm stern-firing rockets (AA/anti-ship) 

Type 5 6.5m Two man 25 knots Two/inboard 

Armament  270kg bow charge 

 
Other slight 
differences 
between the two 
were that the 
Type 5 was 
designated as a 
“division leader” 
vessel and carried 
radio. By the end 
of the war the 
Type 8 was in 
production, but 
not actually used, 
although it is 
surmised it would 
have been in any 
conventional 
attack. Its design was: 
 

Name Length Crew Speed Propulsion 

Type 8 8.0m Three 
man 

23 knots Three/inboard 

Armament 

• 2 x 8 cm torpedoes 

• 2 x 12cm stern-firing rockets (AA/anti-ship) 

• 1 x 13mm forward-firing machinegun 

 
4 Variations in length were common as the vessels were made by different yards, according to 
one source. See Warner, Denis, and Peggy Warner, with Commander Sadao Seno. The Sacred 
Warriors: Japan's Suicide Legions. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1982. (p. 148) 
5 Warner and Seno say 15-18 knots, from Toyota, Nissan and Chrysler engines. (p. 148) A 
“knot” is 1.5 miles per hour, or 1.85 kilometres per hour. 

Suicide speedboats captured at Okinawa (US Navy) 



 

 
The Type 8 was not designated as a suicide weapon. Instead, it was a 
squadron leader, also carrying radio, which would lead several divisions. 
(The naming is confusing – a squadron refers to aircraft but used to be a 
cavalry term, while a division is a very large Army formation of around 
25,000 men.) 
 
The idea behind the Type 1 was to drive the vessel straight into the side of 
the target ship. Lashing (securing) of the controls was possible to allow the 
operator to dive over the side, but such escape was not planned for, the 
better to enable efficient targeting. The charge could be fired in any one of 
three ways, including via impact.  
 

he Shinyos would be driven by middle school boys about 15-16 years 
old. According to the USA’s investigation post-war, it was apparently 
the case that there was an ample supply of volunteer pilots. This was 

because they were given “special privileges, early responsibility, fast 
promotion, and the promise of a monetary reward to the volunteer’s 
parents.” This last was probably in the event of a successful strike. 
 
The boats were grouped in their divisions along the coast of Japan 
(presumably the southern coast, although most reports do not say); carried 
on mother ships, and in “bomb-proof cases” for transport. Harper suggests 
that there were “ninety-eight secret Shinyo bases.”6 Plans for a carrier ship 
to be entitled Junyo were made, although this was for transport of the 
attack boats rather than a combined ship/boat strike.  
 
Suicide tactics, notes Hoyt, were in use in Okinawa, where soldiers from 
small boats climbed aboard moored ships and went rampaging with swords 
until cut down, and in land battles soldiers flinging themselves under tanks 
with explosive charges.7 It is unknown whether the small vessels employed 
in the former were Shinyos perhaps without their explosives fitted.  
 
There are difficulties in wartime in determining which vessels approaching 
a warship at high speed are suicide boats. Any small fast boat approaching 
a warship close to the coast of Japan would have been thought suspect and 
fired upon, probably leading to the quick destruction and sinking of it, and 
therefore a lack of knowledge as to whether it was in fact a genuine suicide 
craft. 

 
6 Harper, Stephen. Miracle of Deliverance. London: Sidgwick and Jackson, 1985. (p. 116) 
7 Hoyt, Edwin P. Japan’s War. The Great Pacific Conflict 1853-1952. London: Hutchinson, 1987. 
(p. 389) 
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Skates estimates that 2,000 of these boats would have been ready for the 
defence of Kyushu.8 One Internet discussion site estimates more: “These 
suicide boats were produced in great number, 6,200 for the Navy and 
3,000 for the Army.”9 
 
One account suggests that during the 88-day Okinawa campaign, almost 
700 suicide boats supported by about 7,000 troops, sank two American 
ships and damaged five and probably damaged another.10 If so that would 
be a relatively poor return for the amount of lives lost.  

 
Harper reports a Shinyo attack on 30 August, in which the defending British 
naval force sunk three and bombed their shore base, causing heavy 
casualties.11 Suicide boats are to this day reported as being active in the 
defence of the fortress island of Corregidor, but little is said of their 
victories, if any.12 

 

 
8 Skates, John Ray. The Invasion of Japan. South Carolina: The University of South Carolina 
Press, 1994. (p. 111) 
9 Japanese Suicide Weapons website. http://www.b-29s-over-
korea.com/Japanese_Kamikaze/Japanese_Kamikaze05.html Accessed July 2014. 
10 Nihon Kaigun. http://www.combinedfleet.com/OkinawaEMB.htm Accessed July 2014. 
11 Harper, Stephen. Miracle of Deliverance. London: Sidgwick and Jackson, 1985. (p. 195) 
12 As noted by the author, in two visits to the island, some 15 years apart. 

Shinyo attack boat in Yasukuni Shrine Museum, Tokyo.  (Author photo) 

http://www.b-29s-over-korea.com/Japanese_Kamikaze/Japanese_Kamikaze05.html
http://www.b-29s-over-korea.com/Japanese_Kamikaze/Japanese_Kamikaze05.html
http://www.combinedfleet.com/OkinawaEMB.htm


 

Imperial Japanese Army Fast Attack Boats 

Designated “Maru-ni” (meaning “liaison boats”), these vessels operated on 
the principle of dropping one or two depth charges in the vicinity of the 
target and speeding away. 

Name Length Crew Speed Propulsion 

Maru-ni 4m 
approx. 

One man 30 knots Single/inboard 

Armament 

• 2 x 120kg depth charge 

 

In the invasion of the Luzon area of the Philippines in January 1945 these 
vessels were likely used in a number of attacks against primarily USA ships. 
The most serious of these was an attack against auxiliary transport War 
Hawk which killed 61 men,13 and an attack against Landing Craft Support, 
Large, 3-26 in February which killed 76 onboard personnel. Several other 
incidents including some inflicting severe damage on ships were reported. 
However, the combined army and navy attack vessels lost around 1,100 
men in this period, although accidents and attacks onshore from Allied 
assets were included in this. James Fahey, a sailor who kept a diary during 
his four years in the Pacific, noted that they always attacked at night.14 

According to Captain Tsuezo Wachi, commander of a unit responsible for 
the defence of the southern half of Kyushu, there were “about 600” of 
these craft hidden in “small ports and other vantage points.” There were 
also about 100 “kaiten-type human torpedoes” and “about sixty two-man 
submarines.” Most significantly, Wachi was of the opinion that “We were 
absolutely confident that with this force we could sink about two hundred 
American transports.”15 
 
Imperial Japanese Navy Fukuryu Suicide Frogmen 
 
According to the Yasukuni Shrine Museum in Tokyo, the Navy was 
developing ideas, tactics and equipment for a squad of suicide frogmen. 
The Japanese name for them was Fukuryu, meaning “Crouching Dragon.” 

 
13 Nihon Kaigun. http://www.combinedfleet.com/PhilippinesEMB.htm Accessed July 2014. 
Warner and Seno argue 23 personnel were killed on War Hawk, and LCI (M) 974 was also sunk 
by this attack, which they say involved 40 boats. They point out curiosities in the account – 
one Army maru-ni was manned by six personnel, according to one ship’s report, which was 
almost impossible and clearly illogical manning. 
14 Fahey, James J. Pacific War Diary. New York: Zebra Books, 1963. (p. 280) 
15 Giovannitti, Len, and Fred Freed. The Decision to Drop the Bomb. New York: Coward-MCann 
Inc, 1965. (p. 88-89)  

http://www.combinedfleet.com/PhilippinesEMB.htm


 

Wearing breathing sets, these men would be waiting in shallow water to 
destroy enemy landing craft. Their weapon was an explosive on the end of 
a bamboo pole, which would be brought sharply into contact with the 
underside of the enemy boat hull.16 The diver would have died almost 
instantly once the explosive was detonated, from a combination of 
explosive force and their breathing set failing. 
 
Given breathing sets were in 
their infancy the use of 
suicide frogmen would have 
been a dubious proposition, 
with problems relating to 
breathing longevity, given the 
attacker would have needed 
to be in position for some 
hours. Getting the frogmen 
into position unseen would 
have been another problem. 
Once the possibility of 
frogmen attack would have 
been known by the Allies, a 
simple counter-measure 
would have been to lob 
grenades into the water 
ahead of the landing craft 
once shallow depths were 
reached. 
 
Tadamasa Iwai, who trained 
in the technique, outlined 
how the diver:  
 

breathed oxygen 
gas…from two oxygen bottles settled on his back. Exhaled breath 
was blown into the absorbing (purifying) box on his back through a 
rubber tube, being deprived of carbonic acid here the purified 
oxygen was sent into the helmet and breathed again.  
 
When the oxygen for inhaling was consumed to a certain extent it 
was supplied from the bottles on the back by controlling a supplying 
valve. In the absorbing box there were thin sticks of soda hydroxide 

 
16 Yasukuni Shrine Museum, Tokyo. Detail of exhibit. Author visit 2015. 

Model of a Fukuryo Tokko Taiinzo diver in Yasukuni 

Shrine Museum, Tokyo.  (Author photo) 



 

which played role of absorbent of carbonic acid contained in the 
exhaled breath. 
 
The diver must avoid inhaling carbonic acid gas contained in his own 
exhaled breath. So he must inhale through nose and exhale into the 
mouthpiece attached inside of the helmet sticking his mouth to it. 
Inhaling through nose and exhaling through mouth into the 
mouthpiece was the most important way of breathing for the diver. 
If he does not observe this rule he will soon fall unconscious or, in 
the worst case, go to death. 

 
The problems of air breathing as opposed to oxygen were well understood, 
as given here in an awkward translation: 

• It allows to stay longer in the water; 

• It prevents caisson disease; [“the bends” whereby joint failure, 
unconsciousness and death could be caused by the absorption of 
nitrogen into the blood] 

• It makes Fukuryu diver unfindable as he need not discharge each 
exhaled breath into water. 

 
adamasa Iwai went on to describe the difficulties with the 
equipment: 
 
The special diving suit for Fukuryu was considerably heavy, as the 
helmet, its holder around the neck and two oxygen bottles were of 
iron. Moreover to the suit belonged an absorbing box, various metal 
fittings and rubber tubes etc. They were settled almost all on his 
back. So the diver put on lead sandals and attached a lead ballast on 
his abdomen in order to lower the center of gravity. Therefore the 
diver carried a load as heavy as about 60kg (160 lb) altogether 
according to my memory. This weight made it hard to walk on land 
and the diver was liberated from the difficulty only in water. 

 
The diver must always hold a posture bending forward in water as 
heavy things were all on his back, or he was turned over just as a 
tortoise flipped over and, once he fell into such position, it was 
almost impossible to restore normal posture and work in some way 
or other. 
 
The Fukuryu diver, wearing such special suit, carried in his hand a 
bamboo rod with a small- sized mine at its top. The mine had a horn 
made of glass and covered by rubber at the top detonating on 
contact. This special mine was developed only for Fukuryu-tactics. 
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But we were not given the mine for practical use but the one only 
for exercise. 

 
The new device was not however a success, according to the Museum, 
which is silent on whether any of the frogmen were ever deployed. It cites 
“mechanical logistical problems” and says that “many Imperial Navy sailors 
perished as a result of the unsuccessful experiments” of this new attack 
weapon. Tadamasa Iwai recalled: “I also fell unconscious during exercise in 
the water and had a narrow escape from death.” 

 
The frogmen themselves would have caused little damage because of the 
inherent inabilities of their situation. They are basically men breathing 
underwater holding an explosive up on a stick. How would they have been 
deployed without being seen by surveilling aircraft and targeted? Once the 
concept of frogmen became know how would they defend against artillery 
rounds hitting the immediate sea in front of the beach? Given they would 
have had only an hour or so of air how would they have been replaced? 
 
The author’s own extensive experience of scuba diving suggests the suicide 
divers would have been more of a danger to themselves than the enemy. 
Even modern divers, with much lighter, streamlined, and effective 
equipment, would find it difficult to use such an attack method. Limitations 



 

to visibility underwater suggests the diver would have had a difficult time 
sighting the assault craft in time and detonating the explosive quickly, and 
explosives are not very effective underwater. Even depth charges weighing 
much more than that envisaged for the diver in this situation were not 
effective against steel submarine hulls unless detonated extremely close to 
the target.   
 
There are however some unverified attacks – sources for the information 
are not given – which state that on 8 January 1945 the infantry landing 
craft LCI (G) 404 was damaged by suicide swimmers, in Yoo Passage, Palaus 
(sic). On 10 February, Japanese suicide swimmers attempted an attack 
upon the survey ship AGS-2 in Schonian Harbor in the same location.17 
 
One interesting aspect of these experiments is the way the Imperial forces 
were diverted by such possibilities. Although new weapons would have 
been welcome, how much in the way of men, materiel, and money were 

expended on such ideas?  

 
17 Presumably “Palaus” is Palau. See “World War II in the Pacific - Japanese Suicide Attacks at 
Sea“ at http://www.ww2pacific.com/suicide.html. Accessed May 2015. The same reference 
was repeated at the time in Wikipedia, giving the website as a source. 

Pressing home in a more conventional but still suicidal attack. A Jill fighter 

(Nakajima B6N Tenzan) on the final run in a torpedo attack on the carrier USS 

Yorktown during a counterattack as US aircraft raid Truk in WWII. (USN) 

http://www.ww2pacific.com/suicide.html


 

A look at NORFORCE weapons, and some 
background… 

 
By Steve Martin 

 
Editor note: Recently Steve submitted a pictorial version of NORFORCE 
weaponry he’d worked up, and the background information he’d supplied 
on joining. I’ve condensed the two…I encourage others to submit their 
backgrounds in professions which carry weapons as articles… 



 

 

Background 
 
I have been a resident of the Northern Territory since 1976.  I have been 
around firearms since I can remember.  At the age of 10 years, I was given 
my first rifle (a .303 Short Magazine Lee Enfield) whilst living in Mount Isa 
and I have also been a bone fide collector of firearms here in the NT for my 



 

entire adult life.  Initially it was with category A&B class firearms on my NT 
shooters licence and in later years for other categories and classes of 
firearms; with the obtaining of an NT Collectors licence in 1988.   

 
Military Service and 
firearms experience 
I joined the Australian 
Army Reserve Unit 
NORFORCE in 1983 at 
the age of seventeen 
(17) years, and 
remained an active 
reservist for twenty-
one (21) years, 
attaining the rank of 
Sergeant (Patrol 
Commander).   

 
 
During those years, I gained the necessary 
military qualifications to train soldiers in the 
safe operation of their personal and crew 
served weapons and was responsible for 
training literally hundreds of soldiers in all 
manner of infantry weapons, from rifles to 
rocket launchers.  This training extended to 
conducting live range and field firing 
practices. 
 
In 1992, my military qualifications and 
firearms experience with NORFORCE were 
recognised by the Northern Territory Police 
Force and I was appointed as an NT Police Range 
Officer, responsible for the conduct of annual 
firearm requalification practices for NT Police 
members. 
 
When I transferred to CIB in Alice Springs in 
1994, in addition to my role as a firearms 
instructor, I was given responsibility for the 
management and maintenance of the Alice 
Springs CIB armoury.    

Steve Martin (right with shotgun) hunting ducks with dad – 

Gulf Country near Normanton QLD early 1970’s 

L/CPL Steve Martin on patrol with 

Darwin Squadron NORFORCE 

Corporal MARTIN cleaning his 

7.62mm L1A1 Self Loading Rifle – 

NORFORCE depot Alice Springs 



 

I have been a Northern Territory Police 
Officer since July 1987. I was heavily 
involved in the initial issue of the ‘Glock’ 
pistols in Southern Command when they 
were introduced into NT Police Service and 
was instrumental in the coordination and 
delivery of training for the new pistols in 
that command during their introduction. 
 
Research  
I possess an extensive research library on 
the subject of the theme of my collection, 
although the printed versions of many 
reference material books become out-
dated very quickly.  Printed literature is rapidly being replaced by 
information available on the internet. I have been a regular visitor to the 
East Point Military Museum since arriving and living in Darwin, and have 
previously assisted 
with the 
maintenance of 
their collection of 
historical military 
firearms prior to 
joining the NT 
Police.   
 
I also attend the 
Australian War 
Memorial in 
Canberra 
whenever I have 
the opportunity 
when I am in the 
Australian Capital Territory in order to continue to broaden my subject 
knowledge base. 
  
I have also travelled to numerous overseas military and other public 
museums displaying historical firearms and militaria throughout the United 
States, Europe and the British Isles during extended periods of leave in 
order to further my knowledge on the subject matter and theme of my 
collection. 

Recruit Constable MARTIN (centre) 

participates in firearm training 

(Remington 870 Shotgun) 

Detective Constables Braithwaite and Martin recover stolen guns 

– Alice Springs CIB 



 

 
In 2005, my background knowledge and practical firearms experience 
enabled me to complete my research and publish the NT Police 
AR15/M16/M4 Manual for the NT Police OSTT Unit, along with lesson 
plans, training aides and presentations for students and instructors.  The 
manual remains in use by the NT Police to this day.   
  
I have been a member of the ‘Arms Collectors Association of the NT’ 
(ACANT) since 2003. The thematic structure of my collection relates 
specifically to my strong links and lengthy service with both the Australian 
Army and the Northern Territory Police Force and a deep interest in our 

nation’s significant policing and military history.  
 

Student of Arms? 

Show your interest by writing for this Journal. Deadlines: end of month 
prior to issue in March, June, September and December 

Contact the editor on talewis@bigpond.com 

 

At the Munich Museum Germany with WWII German Messerschmitt 

BF109E Fighter 
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ANZAC DAY 2020 
 

With Craig Wharton 
 
With the world in the grip of the Coronavirus Pandemic and with social 
distancing and isolation being the rule of the day, Anzac Day looked grim. 
But the “Spirit of Anzac” is alive and well. In homes across the country, 
Australians paid their respects in candle-lit vigils in their driveways and on 
their balconies and they improvised their own ceremony. 
 
At Humpty Doo we gathered in the darkness before the dawn. With 
homemade candle holders made from cut-down milk containers decorated 
with hand drawn poppies. The Australian National Flag hung limp from the 
balcony in the still air. The photos of four generations of young men that 
served Australia, in war and in peace, lay on the table. Sipping on cups of 
tea and coffee and talking in hushed tones our small gathering of four 
waited for 0600 to click over. The last post rang out across the stillness, 
loud and clear. 

 
The minute’s silence was observed, as their faces swam before me. My 
grandfather, father, uncles, family members who did not return, those local 
boys and girls from my home-town who served in both world wars, 



 

Vietnam and since, to whom I am, their biographer. My brothers- in-arms 
that I served with and those who march no longer, were remembered.  I 
thought of the ages of those four young blokes in the photos on the table, 
20, 18, 19 and 20. Two of us were the only sons of our generations. It may 
have been a small private gathering, but all were dressed for the occasion, 
befitting the day, with medals and our poppies worn. 
 

eveille sounded and with a collective “Lest we Forget”, the 
ceremonial part of the day was over. No march this year, but we will 
march even prouder next Anzac Day for we will have lost more of 

our brothers- in-arms by then. My ex-Digger son being with me was special 
as I am usually away either overseas or back in SA for Anzac Day. 
 
The traditional “Gunfire Breakfast”, as served by the Ladies Auxiliary of my 
local RSL for many years was next. Curried mince with toast, bacon and 
eggs. The only thing missing was the sausages which Frankie, our late RSL 
President, managed to traditionally burn every Anzac Day. Being only four 
in number, social distancing was not a problem. An impromptu display of 
Australian uniforms filled the back balcony. As my WWI uniforms were still 
down south following an RSL display down there I had to improvise with 
two of those cardboard cut-outs put out by Australia Post during the 
centenary of WWI for stamp issues. 
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The mannequins represented a WWII nurse, WWII Women’s Australian 
Auxiliary Air Force corporal, a Digger at Tobruk (with Thompson smg), a 
Digger in Vietnam (with M-60), an S.A.S. trooper in Afghanistan and 
Peacekeeping forces were represented by our girl dressed as she would 
have been for her Bougainville deployment. Australian flags hung from the 
side balcony. The Australian Logistic Support Group flag from Vung Tau, the 
old type RSL flag, an ANF, MFO flag from the Sinai and the Bougainville 
peace monitoring flag. 
 

aturally, there were a couple of cold beers involved, but no two-up. 
A special toast was made to my old mate Leslie John “Ned” Kelly, 
one of only two WWII veterans left at our RSL at Wallaroo in South 

Australia. The other veteran, George Mervin “Joe” Smith, turned 95 on the 
2nd of February, Ned turned 95 on Anzac Day. They served on Bougainville 
together. I usually march alongside both and we enjoy a couple of cold 
ones and a few 
stories on Ned’s 
birthday. This 
year we could 
not do that, but 
the RSL 
delivered a beer 
and his birthday 
card for me. So, 
I hope he 
enjoyed both, 
even if it was in 
isolation. 
 
This Covid-19 Pandemic is not over yet and unfortunately many more will 
die from it. But one thing is certain, it will not kill the “Spirit of Anzac”. On 
the day, we did remember them, each in our own individual way, usually in 
our own homes, or in self distancing small groups. We remembered those 
that went before us and those who are serving now. In particular, we 
remember those other young men and women in that 18 to 20 age group 
that did not come home. They did not get the chance to grow old, “as we, 
that are left, grow old”.  
 
While running with the Covid-19 Pandemic theme, I thought it appropriate 
to mention WWII British Army veteran Captain Tom Moore. As you should 
all be aware, this 99- year old veteran set out to raise funding for the 
British National Health Service by walking 100 laps of his yard before he 
turned 100. His aim was to raise 2,000 pounds. A ground swell of public 
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support, both in Britain and overseas, soon saw him raise the amount he 
wanted to. He decided to keep on walking till his 100th birthday, no doubt 
looking forward to his telegram from the Queen.  

 
The response was overwhelming! Not only did he raise over 33,000,000 
pounds but he has been promoted Honorary Colonel and had a Number 1 
hit song “You’ll never walk alone” to add to his life achievements along 
with thousands of cards from well-wishers the world over. All at the age of 
99. Tom has now turned 100 and I presume he got the Queen’s birthday 
greetings. I said at the time he should get a knighthood for this 
extraordinary effort. Not only did he serve his country in war, he has done 
his country proud by raising money for the National Health Service which 
will help with this current war on Covid- 19. This war is more insidious than 
anything that Adolf Hitler or Tojo could have thrown at him. 
 
Today, 20th of May 2020, his knighthood has been announced. Arise, Sir 
Tom! May you be there to receive it from Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II 

when she comes out of isolation.  
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When the Singer Sewing Machine Company Built the 
Best .45 Pistol Ever Made 

 
By Kyle Mizokami 

The .45 caliber M1911A1 is one of the most iconic handguns ever made. 
Perhaps the rarest of this common breed are those made by the Singer 
Corporation. Best known for manufacturing sewing machines, Singer produced 
a handful of .45s on the eve of World War II, and their guns were so good the 
US military asked the company to build more complicated equipment instead. 

The M1911A1 handgun was designed by prolific arms developer John Moses 
Browning. The slab-sided semi-automatic handgun holds seven rounds of .45 
ACP ammunition and was the standard sidearm of the U.S. military from World 
War I to the 1980s, a remarkable 
longevity. During World War I and World 
War II, companies that produced civilian 
machinery retooled to produce weapons, 
including the 1911. The Union Switch and 
Signal company, maker of railroad 
equipment, made the firearm. So did the 
typewriter manufacturer Remington Rand. 

In 1939, the U.S. War Department contracted the Singer Sewing Machine 
Company to build 500 1911A1s. The contract, Educational Order W-ORD-396, 
was a test to see if Singer could produce 100 guns a day, a number it thought 
was doable. The War Department got its handguns, serial number series 
S800001-S800500, but the company was unable to live up to the pace of 100 
guns a day.  

Rather than complaining, the War Department gave Singer something much 
better to work on. The War Department realized Singer’s pistols were of such 
high quality that the company was qualified to do more important work, and 
that Singer's expert machines abilities would have been wasted on mere 
handguns. Washington put the Singer Company to work on aviation-related 
components that required precision machining, particularly navigation and 
targeting equipment. During the war, Singer produced components for the 
Sperry T-1 bomb sight, B-29 bomber gunfire control computers, directional 
gyro and artificial horizon instruments, and automatic pilot parts. Singer built 
the sort of equipment pilots relied upon to find their targets, fend off enemy 

fighters, accurately deliver their bombs, and get home. 

https://www.sightm1911.com/lib/history/singer.htm
https://www.sightm1911.com/lib/history/singer.htm


 

As for the 500 Singer 1911s, those 
handguns went to arming Army Air Force 
aircrews, and today are among the most 
desirable guns in the world of arms and 
armor collecting. The small number 
produced, their high quality, and the even 
smaller number of guns that survived the 
war make them extremely rare. In 
December 2017, a Singer 1911 sold at 
auction for an eye-popping $414,000, one 
of the highest prices ever paid at auction 
for a handgun. 

 

Action Aviation Art, by Michael Claringbould 

(Right) Royal Air Force bombardier with CSBS bomb 

sight, a version of which Singer built wartime 

components for. Interim Archives/Getty Images 

On 25 June 1942 RAAF No. 100 Squadron’s night training at Mareeba came into play. Five of the squadron’s 

Beauforts were flown into Port Moresby from Mareeba, to attack auxiliary gunboat Seikai Maru, which had been 

doing night supply runs to Lae. At Port Moresby they joined two other Beauforts and headed for Cape Ward Hunt 

where they split into two sections.  Squadron Leader Charles Sage in T9604 (designated A9-52) led two Beauforts 
for a diversionary attack on Salamaua.  Meanwhile the attack echelon attacked Seikai Maru about 30 miles east of 

Lae in moonlight, and were mistakenly confident that they sank it during a series of low-level runs. The Beauforts 

encountered low cloud on their return flight over the ranges.  At 0344 hours Sage was heard requesting a radio 

bearing however the Beaufort and its four crew vanished without a trace.  The wreck of the Beaufort was located 

in 1987, at 7,000-feet in the Kokoda Pass area near Tapini north-west of Port Moresby. This is a depiction of 

Sage’s last moments as he tries unsuccessfully to find a way back through to Port Moresby that fateful evening. 


